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Exposed to 5G? Even Our Watchdog ARPANSA Says It’s Unsafe.
Find Out the Risks at The 5G HealthSymposium Global
BRISBANE: 5G Health Symposium Global, Sunday the 7th of July, 10am to 5pm, Mount Gravatt to
educate, inform and set actions around 5G. https://www.facebook.com/groups/STOP5GGlobal/
Is 5G safe? Dr Ken Karipidis, Assistant Director of ARPANSA (Australian Radiation Protection and
Nuclear Safety Agency), Australia’s watchdog, speaking on 5G via ABC Radio was asked, “is 5G
safe?” His response was, “No, we are not in the business of providing 100% guarantees.”
Our Government advisory body ARPANSA last did testing back in 2002 (17 yrs ago) even before
4G and certainly doesn't cover the massively stronger, new 5G technology.
Recently ARPANSA put a disclaimer on their site that says their information should only be used as
a guide for education purposes. That you should seek professional advice (ie. a doctor or scientist).
ARPANSA has recommended levels that are significantly higher than other countries.
The latency period for adverse biological effects from existing devices using microwave frequencies
from 1 GHz to 5 Ghz is approximately 10 – 20 years. Many 1000’s of peer-reviewed medical and
epidemiological studies show adverse biological effects using mobile phone technology or WIFI.
“5G is using frequencies even higher. Up to 100 GHz. Compressing the timeframe in which cancers
and other biological effects will appear . It is anyone’s guess on what might happen in terms of
biological safety. Yet it is clear to see that the pulsed nature of this high frequency will not harbour
good news particularly in relation to the functioning of our DNA,” commented Paul Seils, coordinator
of the 5G Health Symposium Global who aims to prevent our community experiencing massive
health implications by being exposed to 5G waves. “We want to protect the health of our
communities and environment,” exclaimed Paul. “If the 5G installation goes ahead as planned, the
environment, animals and people will be exposed from 50 to 100 times the radiation we are
currently experiencing. People need to be informed now before more towers are erected.”
Paul Seils organiser and MC of the 5G HealthSymposium is set to expose community & global
concerns on untested 5G Technology & EMR (Electromagnetic Radiation).
Attending in person & via livestream will be a selection of local and international speakers that will
present scientific, technical & medical evidence. Peter Slipper (former Speaker of Australian Federal
Parliament), Barrister Ray Broomhall, Sacha Stone of ITNJ (International Tribunal of Natural
Justice), Victor Leach (MSc), Mr. Steve Weller, BSc (Biochemistry and Microbiology), Dr Julie
McCredden PhD, Mark Steele (UK) Jessie Reimers, Liz Gilbert Grant, musical guest Angela Toohey
and exhibitors including http://asbb.org.au/
We are committed to raising community awareness about the implications of 5G technologies and
the impact it will have on us all. With media attention focusing on faster internet and the supposed
benefit of this new technology, the only negative being highlighted is security issues. The potential
health and environmental impacts are being ignored. The deployment of 5G constitutes an
experiment on humanity and the environment that is defined as “a crime under international law.”
We will offer solutions for how to avoid 5G, precautions, legal processes that have already stopped
some of the towers being built & remedies that people can use.
More than 100,000 signatories from at least 187 countries have signed the 5G Space Appeal
petition opposing the roll out of 5G technology, as of las month. These include scientists, doctors,
environmental organisations and citizens. There is widespread concern and a whole body of peerreviewed studies that show there is a real and imminent threat to the future of our children and
environment. There has been no public consultation.
According to global experts, here are some of the health effects of our existing EMR (Electro
Magnetic Radiation): Cancer, sterility, miscarriage, learning, brain functionality and general wellbeing. Symptoms can also manifest as headaches, nosebleeds and skin rashes.
We all have a window of opportunity to follow Barrister and Legal Activist Ray Broomhall who
recently stopped more than 120 towers being erected in NSW. Let’s stop 5G in its tracks before it’s
established in our communities to the detriment of all.
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